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If I had a big operation
Those are the days I would take off too—
Friday through Sunday.
—unknown commercial fisherman,
overheard, Casco Bay
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I. SEASCAPES
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A FISHERMAN LAMENTS THE MERMAID, LOST AT SEA
(for B. E. C.)
I'm past waiting on the bay's banalities,
Watching the sea surface break in its idiot ripples.
I'm done finding in the hour of tide
The noon lift of air—a purely false relation.
You can do the math yourself
And understand what chance is.
That nagging regularity of wind
Bursting from the northwest,
The water streaked at weekly intervals.
I'll forget soon why such things once mattered.
We worked in a jargon of exactitude—
Strings of eight and ten we called them
Each baited trap some fifty pounds and upward,
Those sea-soaked lines reweighted
With each new hauling or reciting.
On a calm day I could tend them
With the competent monotony
Of meals heated in their ordinary thousands,
Like water boiled for coffee always there
An hour before the wind came up.
But flesh is now but what we claim
Has never been right since—unreading eyes
Locked in their distant focussing, the spine's
Inflexibilities. You cannot truly speak
Of what I'll call the water's singular iniquities:
The course correction off by a wheel's turn,
The errant missteps—these I learned
To see as mere risible misfortunes;
Who needs to parse the windstorm's idiolect?
Or third nights lost in air's anomalies?
Such talk would do for one a decade younger—
My mis-descriptions then near worth this aging.
There are days when I still imitate her breathing.
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SECURED FOR EVENING
Supposed to blow tonight.
But didn't.
Just the stars crossed by
Cloud trails in the moonlight,
And the anchor rode
Slack with its wasting.
We could have had a day's
Work worth of westing,
Joyously imprudent,
Laughing, near to lost,
The shrouds tight to our own
Now strained impassion.
Yet now with conditions just right—
Spars lashed and the night air
Still—I still see her circling.
The phosphorous enshrouds her,
Flecks like stars dripping
Wet from her shoulders.
For five full nights in the fairway,
The mermaid swam disconsolate, they say,
Wakeless soon in her despair,
Shallow draft and drifting,
As lucid and alone we lay fast
Fixed in the current.
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THE CREWMAN'S FAREWELL TO A ONCE
BELLIGERENT EMPLOYER
(for David Pulsifer)
I.
There must have been a day
Before the old boy died
On him, when the bands rolled
Through the stone streets of Danbury—
Bugles dented and polished cornets ablaze—
Ives must have wondered why
He was cursed with a crazy
Man for a father. Granted,
The best damn bands in the army
Piped through that un-quadrant street-plan
As their barbed and tangled melodies
Warred to truce in disparate keys,
Yet how could a mere kid then know
Those horns blew decades from their fashion?
But the error I'll live past is not that
One. There will be no fond confluence
Of melodies when I think of you.
I'll regret my earlier exuberance—
Those great fish-harvests on the water!
I'll enjoy instead this late resentment.
I'll listen windless, and this is what,
Hearing music, I will think of you:
I'll forget your foul-weather-geared mentoring
In the sea-spray, and I'll see you wearing
Pink—a fat buffoon, sweat-soaked and unmuscular—
Catchless, shot, you'd say, and aging at sixty,
Dumb and so un-Ives-like in your rage at sixty,
Legs gone and threat-broke in your portly risibility.
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Oh, we were awash in fortune on the water,
As I once said amid those tides and currents,
Lines running free in all that stuff of nature,
As winds blew loud and east on the water.
Here we indulged the grand inanity of your curses
At the seabirds' filth and our mere human future,
Indulged tales of your begetting in some ocean-distant city.
We let Charles Ives die soundless somewhere still amid his diction,
While you, working in your rhythms on the water,
Yaw-balanced and absurdly picturesque on the water,
Calculated irregularities of sea-states and currents
And drafted up those awful verses
Calqued from bad poets of the late last century—
The wash of your mid-fifties education.
But you grew indocile in your last injury.
What choice did that exhausted doctor
Have but to drug you to civility?
I doubt thus you remember
Howling those verses out of Hopkins
That day above the engine noise,
As the wake roiled north in September.
Grossly adjectival! Even your boys
Looked away in embarrassment,
Pretending to adjust their out-sized boots and oilskins.
How ill-suiting that fine-lined hull
With its bright-work now ingloriously dull,
Shell- and gull-scoured as you sang and bent
Warp lay on the floorboards.
I could haul back that day's and other days' detail,
Of the peculiar way the breeze birthed distant sails
Of the indolent rich, rippling from the south at mid-day,
The bait half gone and as you'd say
At its most fragrant. Why,
I could make quite a go of it,
Working through the day's gear, bit by bit.
I could ignore land's known stabilities
And fake that fabled wind near sixty,
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The warp coiled flat in the winter air,
And sing what a working man might hear,
Each line iced in quaint regionalities
Nursed for centuries. I could, that is, rely
On your most flagrant and correctable of errors.
Was it perhaps Ives' music that we listened for?
Was that the meaning of your tuneless despair
Roared above the engine's cold laboring?
Or was that grand garrulity for your heir's
Amusement? or for some young competitor?
Who'd believe near anything
As you, when lucid, used to say?
Oh yes, I can still make quite a go of it,
With that grim discipline I say I got from you.
But you, drugged amid your nurses to civility,
You'll get now none of that from me.
There will be no ruling metaphor in this
Collection—no words perfecting you,
Like backlit islands half-confected in the mist.
II.
Well there! And as you used to say:
Well there!
Thank God I never learned
to speak as some old men still do.
Thank God I didn't waste more lives
on my vagrant apprenticeship,
but grimly earned
my pay, left ship,
as the old-timers say,
and buried my old Tom Foolery
in a mere dream of you
—your fat and morphic buffoonery—
and found my Ives
leering from his recordings.
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But there's that errant phrase again:
"Well there!"
There's just no ridding one of that.
Such language stays the waste of
days of its conception,
the Old Days, days of hate and love,
when the words caught in the trees
and mastheads and just stuck there;
when it rained so dense
the back-winded sea went flat.
I must listen past your gross dis-clarities
and speak in some way free of you
and your awful Hopkins. I'll take silence,
bad checks, flat-broke, if I have to.
Because you, in your luckless
and I think calculated idiocy,
won't get much chance to speak again of me,
to consider
our once doings
on the water
and my late brooding
over all this Ives and its
unloveliness.
Why wasn't there a word on this
rather than all that
vague and disarticulate
palaver on the perplexity
of weather?
Well there!
And there it is again,
"Well there!"
There will be no more of that,
no salt-spray and sea-air,
just my dream of you
drug-drunken
and fat.
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No one will much care
in such days
what you think or do
or how you gaze
toward that wash-walled horizon
with not a rich man's sail in view.
III.
I'll speak instead of Ives
Or try. That odd virtuosic
With all his facile crudities
Snarled in his melodics.
Ives, heroically adrift in music,
Yes! undistracted by and careless
Of his soul's crazed diction
Crying out to him in mid-life!
Those twinned and distuned harmonies.
Their intervals opposed
And the chord roots abstracted—
Just deafens you to think of! ...
Once Dad died, made sense to scoff
At Parker's teaching, I suppose,
One's mediocrity at Yale,
And the hackneyed old sports photographs.
That half-wasted education!
Thank God for a wife like Harmony,
For the well-heeled well-insured, who
Paid their bills when they came due.
For the leisure of those last two
Decades plus, cross-winded, as you'd
Have it, mute and business-busted maybe,
As a few works finally forced a hearing. ...
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But you, no Ives, now insolent in your despair,
Do you prefer the indolence at which you rail
So solely? Taking the night music and the air?
Flesh-fouled and thirty years in hospice?
There where eyes-down and past caring
Your boys and we abandoned you unseasonably
Broke and disheartened in the negligence
Of nurses? (All of us well done with it!)
Are there sea-birds heard deriding
You? And does a loud memory intrude
Of howling Hopkins in the September rain?
Can you not hear your history laugh at you?
And see Charles Ives, now lauded, smirk
Through all his rude dissonance?
The drums and fifes untunable
And the unmastered tunes inane?
I thought my laughter might groove
Out flaws of some unplayable
Recording and deep-furrow, as you'd
Have it, my near wakeless education.
But it's some struggle, as you'd say, to love
Such things
As Ives' smart-assed bizarrerie,
Or (as I read your epitaph)
No mere hour's work,
It is, short-handed by your crew.
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CHARLES VIVIAN, SAILOR, ON THE LAST WORDS OF
SHELLEY
(for Meg Russett)
I can hear them now.
They will speak of me at the masthead
Tangled in shrouds and the forestay
And the sightlines of fogged-over telescopes,
Last catch of the fished out hagiography
Of a poet I've not read yet,
This man who couldn't tell a squall from a sea-breeze,
A whore's egg from a shitpoke,
Adrift in some dithyrambic run in Aeschylus
While I hauled down the topsail,
And Williams garbled out the orders, no way to
Make any sense of.
To be passed over by that third-rate witness Taafe
And washed up, half-eaten, as Hunt wretched in the carriage.
Now that's what language does, I tell you!
What good are these scribblers?
Much less their eulogists?
His relic heart unburned, they say.
No doubt you've seen the faked engravings.
They say we crewed, the three of us,
Some ship that any fool can see
Would take a shift of thirty.
One man doing the work of ten!
Is that what history is?
Or is it not the swamped gunwale's desperate stability,
Three tons of ballast in an open boat, and a narrative
Crank as an eggshell.
So tell me, what's a stammerer like me to do?
Hull down, wind-baffled, sick with the waste of it,
With only the flotsam of false witness to cling to?
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IN LIEU OF FLOWERS
(for Tom Coffin)
They wasted half the reception
Asking why the others had attended.
The crust-less sandwiches went quickly
Among that odd lot of acquaintances
And those of a third generation.
The women passed plates and offered coffee.
There were brothers. A nephew.
Two a daughter once professed to love.
There were professors, commercial fishermen of course,
And restaurant owners. Horse dealers. Some
Who ran skidders. School administrators.
They talked about warp and windage,
About retirement.
They wondered at the old seated men,
And judged a carved cane skilled.
Most of the women came early.
It was spring, the working boats of course unlaunched.
Yet all knew of other boats at last unbuilt for good.
It was spring and their gear lay on the wharves,
While the air backed brisk to the north and west.
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NO. 5
1. To the Fishing Grounds
He lay his rhumb-line on the water
Through impasto granite landscapes
of Bellows, through mixed perspectives of
the oily seas of Rockwell Kent.
It was as if the viewpoints lay outside the frame
and all the light went wrong
where (and still) he sailed.
The conflux of traversed and traversing wakes
required a certain aptness, an indelicacy
almost, of description, for exactitudes
of wave heights figured from the cross-swell.
But his speech, song-crafted though it was,
never caught the rhythms so curious of Stevens;
he could not articulate the studied regionalities
of Sarah Orne Jewett. There were just no words
left, for the sound of the old boats' thick hulls
knocking at the docksides.
This man knew what it was to be sea-locked.
He had no truck with equitations of the rich,
nor the currencies of curators and
the rote progressions of recorded tours.
He understood but what the manuals taught
of drafts and hull displacement lines
scored for deep violations of the seascapes.
At nightfall in the streetlight
James Dean and Plato both composed
disorders of the spheres
in geometries of guidebooks.
They stormed Heaven through the fish-eye
lens projections of the planetarium.
In the movie, even stars became abstracted
in the droning swells of narration.
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Yet as for water, pure perfection lay, one thought,
just possible in phrases held to be from Budapest.
Their words to all ears sound
as a just description of the sound,
or perhaps it's just, for all one knows,
those Magyarisch indelicacies of sex and the
eating of seafood.
2. The Inequities of Cash Economies
The trees grew to what could be seen of sky.
The King plucked out the best spars
(or his men did) from the crop.
They say it was all barter and bread-pudding.
In time, when oil was had for nickels
the woodsmen forgot why the tall and
long-neglected pines were marked in the first place.
The boats unloaded whiting on the dock
to be sold off as catfood.
The diesel-soaked receipts were yellow-damp,
like unread memoranda of the darkest office.
The government got nothing. The auditors
got nothing, just good citizens alone.
To most, that was enough.
The precise calculus of pain
and a workman's efficiency was enough,
the stare-down of crew and captain,
the mathematics of the day lost replacing him.
Steve, it is quietly said,
spent a week's wage on wheel rims.
And the earth turned with an immeasurable speed.
He stepped carefully down the walkway
at half-tide.
The dew on his bootsoles
was a thing for contemplation,
but there were no inflections quite for that in
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his Teutonic lexicon, nor for
the unwashed slick of yesterday's catch.
The light reflected on the walkway
is not yet sunlight.
The noiselessness of neighbors
inadvertently awake.
The black water ripples
from his weight upon the buoyant floats.
3. Song
No one really knew how the funeral went.
They gathered and someone sang
Or attempted to.
It was not the right words
But it was words that sounded right.
It was words no one could object to.
The air felt like night air.
No one knew what to do next.
They wore their best suits
Or what they thought were their best suits.
They showed less grace than usual.
No one could remember the norms of piety.
It was as if the last priest had died
And all that should be known went with him.
4. Selections from the Permanent Collection
When the quartet finally plays,
the best parts will be known
to be from Beethoven.
Yet in that foyer of museum stone
perhaps one hears, as players tune,
a phrase long out of Haydn,
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or can it be a mannered riff by Liszt
on a landsman's old verbunkos?
It is a shame, now, is it not?
how the best (or so it's said) all fled?
Joachim, Richter and the rest?
In the bitter mordancy of scales one notes
the debunked harvests of their plunderings
from the vast seas of sound in the valleys.
Here, prodigality seems a light thing.
One could hardly do much better in a public place.
Within the galleries, resilient hues
have no real need today for varnishes.
Our canvasses no longer darken
in the artificial light.
Restorers have remade their histories.
The most baroque of Esterhazi palaces
can be rebuilt today with Down East stone.
Within the galleries, the workmen
gild the frames. At their best,
one will look right past them.
At their best, Joachim will seem
part of the air. One breathes his music
and never knows the differences.
It is but Brahms resounding now
within the cadres of the picture frames.
Thus ideal music needs its listeners.
And he coursed across the foyer stone
limned by the sheen of handrails.
His soles formed the most inapt of sounds.
For no sound served as decor
for those guarded silences.
It was a place freed from the exigencies
of ticket lines and restrooms,
the seas calmed
to the granite rectilinears
of reflected blue.
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THE PARALLEL RULE
All right. The year is over.
Don't imagine I've forgotten you.
I overlook that drawer corner
Where our last letters end
Twice annually.
I read this year's new narrative
And found a you today
Aging as always.
And I gloss these lives with a now
Justly derided mixed
Wit similitude:
The parallel rule walked over a chart
Fixes headings and positions
Given minimal disturbances
From compass rose to compass rose.
With cared-for instruments in steady hands
On a flat unmoving surface
You can produce a line
A man could trust in.
You will insist that I say this
Until I draft a past
Course fairly plotted,
Or as I put it once, until
I am resigned to my
Approximations.
The year is over.
Don't imagine I've forgotten.
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APOLOGY FOR A SEASCAPE
In defense, let it be said
It's not the inlet or the sea
Not the water's mystery or chill,
Nor its surface rhythms illRecurrent and complexly burdened.
It's the jargon, stale and unsettling.
That old Laputan certainty:
"The bag contains the right things."
A turn eased on the main sheet
Helm down with a fair breeze
Broad on her quarter.
No one doubts what these things mean.
There is no querying sailor
Baffled with his hands all bound
With coils and winches, the ship knocked
Down on her beam ends.
The bos'n speaks and the engineer
Works through his formula.
A grid-sheet full of x's.
These efficiencies he knows,
No one doubts exactitudes here,
The insistent vectors of the bridge stress
As the uncalculated wind blows
Wild near Tacoma.
The radio rasps its mysteries, locked
On a frequency near Topeka.
Pork bellies, soy-beans, and futures.
There are silos full of feed.
The fields are merely green.
Yet we all know what a bushel means
And the farm that depends
On the balance.
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And so let us say
In defense of it, we say
Let us plot our course
As fog-bound,
Bidding on futures,
As the wind blows
Wild, full force
Near Tacoma.
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II. MOMENTS MUSICAUX
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I.

TO A SPORTS ENTHUSIAST, DEAD AT THIRTY
(for Carrie Saliers)

For me, when twice what she aged, she
Will be some lesser work by Haydn—
Dilettante though that will make me—
A musing amateurish in the worst sense.
Haydn has the right tone, Haydn—
Tone to fix upon her features
To become my memory of her.
What a shame instead to misconstrue
The smile one had to wrest from her—
The tightened profile suddenly untuned
By a laugh, or was it insult?—all
Now left singly with that sister
Whose version of her I could not bear
To see or talk to at the funeral.
How easy to misspeak the voice, noted
For its un-song-like resonance, let us say,
A voice not flute-like—more an oboe
With maliciously resistant reeds.
Never as it should be—wheezing an A
To drag a recalcitrant band to 440,
As if to conjure tuning from a player.
I heard an aging version of that voice
From the father it alluded to—
He proved to us, His Piety!,
Performing his dutiful peroration,
How civil one can be; how easy
To rejoice in the worst of situations.
That's what civility can will you!
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Now there's a beginning,
A better start than I made in past days.
I'll orchestrate this memory! This
One I'll make timely in the worst sense.
For Haydn I first studied then
What others call received. I note
First where the records should be
—gaps in my collection.
The dissonant series in the shelves
Stammer out their dubious chronologies.
Of those I'm missing—quartets? say,
A dozen of the corpus—
How many have been played for us?
Haydn one just must possess—
(The music of him). Obscurantists?
'What one wants to know of, not to know'.
So I leafed through the biographies
Whose unreadable transcriptions, lists,
Could only make the man known less.
Or did I simply see those lives at libraries?
Of the scores, I worked out what I could.
Or was it that I simply thought so?
I listen. I listen.
Those symphonies! How they drift,
After their beginnings, how they drift.
Who recalls a phrase or note
Beyond each tuneful signature?
The themes by which we know them?
Of those I'm missing, say, a dozen of the corpus,
Most must be a haze of movements,
Exemplifying all the good
He gets so praised for on my shelves.
How Josef would smirk in merriment!
That overfleshed Kapellmeister!
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Sturm und Drang, a chord
Progression, the patron's baryton—
And finally those late sophisticates
—Paris and London—
Could I hear her in them?
Is she audible in them?
Or must she age like him, to be
(Now hear!) enharmonized in laudabilities?
For who can understand such music?
The idiolect, its intricacies,
The vulgar in-jokes? Not us dilettantes,
Who dart, say, like light-startled insects
(Now there's a good one!) toward
The most egregiously non-Kantian
Of judgments (better!) on its effability,
The rests and staves still curiously inarticulate.
And then I think of her; and then
I call this now the worst of analogies!
She knew no more of Haydn than
The salesman, saying "Hay-done,"
My musical tastes!—(the worst of analogies!)—
What was that salesman paid to support them?
I asked him then with mock-stupidity
To find for me his Requiem,
The papal inexistent
Prelude to the Brahms
Whose errant too-known phrasings
Suit too well to listen to.
All that monumental salve,
All that lurid piety,
All that consolation,
The Blessed Dead,
Their Work, their Resting.
Lugubrious and grand and nothing like you,
More like me in its half-frenzied melodramicity.
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Do you see what happens?
Unless one maintains discipline in listening,
One ends with Brahms' elusive praise.
In matters serious as this is,
One must police one's listening.
II.
I had days when I saw you
In others, walking distant, hurrying.
They rushed in their curious clothing.
Small and youthful, they grew into you.
In the space between me and those
Near children—sentient, autonomous—
There was an image of you
Fixed in whatever it is memory is.
Surfaces, superficies—they are you.
What was that puffed-sleeve dress story?
Did it concern some neighbor?
More careless of the world than you were?
That dress. So you wore it not for us but her?
And is she too gone like you are?
And did she leave more for you
Than you would leave for me?—
One borrowed baseball shirt!
When you nearly froze what was left of you
At the hockey rink. Or
Is there still some remnant
Smile for my bemused bafflement
At your Methodist allusions?
Were you bored with me? angry? hurt?
I listen. ... I cannot understand you.
What else you left for me:
A long late spring of silence.
Nothing to say but you—
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Nothing to speak but you—
Just stammering excusing of my incivility.
I willed, I thought, some semblance—
Calm—enough to win you, lost, or would be.
Or some cheer less than semblance.
III.
Amusement: a hockey fight! let's construe
The Esterhazi ill-lit music room
As this fogged ice rink where I last saw you:
The liveried players work through
Their parts; laughter and tears;
The ill-paying shout in happiness.
Do you see how preposterous
A vision such an evening is?
The inexpressible, studied excess of it?
The high-wattage music overwhelms us—
Too loud—can't talk to you—
Can't hear you—damage to the ears.
To call this choreography, a dancing—
Half-healed dutiful bruises
And sweaters as they call them pulled shapeless
While she shrieked her obscenities—
Why, that is as absurd as she was.
Did all that Christian piety come to this?
I am looking rather for a viewer,
Not of her, but of me sitting next to her.
"Rather curious, that young woman.
Enraged like that," they say, thinking,
"Who is that beside her?"
Some uncle. Some distant relation.
To hold her there, as I dreamed once,
As if in the mock frenzy of this
Stylized rage and smirking,
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Skaters adjusting their padding ...
"Kill the bastards! Kill them!"
Now that might be a consequence!
She calms me. She calms me.
In the larger sense, she tells me,
The sense of the winter season,
What does a season-ending game like this mean?
There are as yet no champions,
No change in playoff positions,
Just ticket sales, and penalty
Minutes, with luck, a sports esotericon.
I nod; I pretend I know
Not one thing of this.
The civil thing to do, I'm thinking,
And many as sophisticate as she is
Have been won more simply.
"Just ticket sales and penalty
Minutes." Just the oboe
And its lonely shrieking.
IV.
You are ridiculous! No Haydn?
Can you imagine music without Haydn?
Have you not read the jacket-blurbs for Mozart?
All that elegance and virtuosity?
No Haydn? None but lurid audibilities?
Had you Haydn's wit, no need to mention
Here the tasteless jokes you took for art.
Yet had you mastered Haydn's skilled notation,
Could I have parsed it all and found you?
What good could my aberrant readings do for you?
There might well then have been some dozens
Of us scorned and luckless sycophants.
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But listen: art has changed since Haydn wrote.
Perhaps I never clearly told you—
I, a subtle and so skilled historian
(Of my failings, that is merely one)—
Art has changed since Haydn wrote.
And now I find the time to tell you.
Art has changed and you have changed
Since Haydn wrote. And spectacle
Has changed. And liveries have changed.
And sound techniques have changed.
And ice has changed. But now you
Will never change, while I will
Drift, or seem to, seeming to recall
All this as like a bad rehearsal.
And I will keep you therefore meshed in my recordings,
That way I can never fully lose you.
Your Haydn must be present in his history
Reheard in each proficient phrasing.
I will find you also in the gaps in my collection.
I will catch you in the silence,
The notes imagined but unplayed.
I will keep you trapped in there, recollected
In the interstitial silence—
The scales and triads, all that is unknown,
And one day, I will drag you back to me.
I thought them wrongly once, those unplayed notes,
Like things I thought, with equal wrongness,
I had no need to tell you.
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WEDDING ALBUM: ON A PHOTOGRAPH OF VERDI
(for Linda Jane)
It thrilled Giuseppe to the core
When they divvied up the Requiem.
The candlewicks flared; the wax lit
Viscous pools in the windowlight.
But on that irous day they all flaked out on him:
And left ole Joe sole singer in his studio
Grinding out choruses like there was no tomorrow;
Like the old days of the galleys.
In time, that score settled in Ellis Island,
The parts trumpeted through the shiphold
Of stupefied immigrants, freed then from disease,
From the lake of waste, de ore, so it's said, leonis.
To Rigoletto's gait the guilded
music of Costello is mere dissonance.
Italianate you wandered, so you said,
through familial pieties of the Camdens
of New Jersey, to those torrid years
unpartnered in the grasslands, torrid years
they were for us in the grasslands
where the mistletoe grew as big as bears.
Your staccato voice there shook the phone
with prosaic overtures of love on the telephone,
though these grand fictions were
but as our professions of letters,
of illicit visits on weekends.
Singing check-blinded in the stage
Light, your forebears, decibelistic though
They hymned, could not in those days know
Semitic voices served as well for choristers.
The green room echoes with their scales.
The proprietor counts out his lire.
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I. Tempo di Marcia
Those buckets of mid-west mistletoe
seemed coopered in New England homesteads
for needless spring sugarings.
Houses, new-shingled, went for a song
in the dust- and cloud-shrouded sunset reds.
A century and more ago, the settlers would sow
their corn, trump the Indians, throats sticking
with residue from the grassfire smoke.
And a century or more ago that fine European stock,
your namesakes among them, plied the waters,
as it were, and piled, as it were, like cargo
on the docksides. For the largess of Italy,
large as it was, was not quite large
enough, nor was the talk
of Garibaldi enough, nor the politics
in the libretti of Verdi.
Here, they slaughtered their adulterers
and wept and wailed (so cinematic!),
their fiascos of wine and semolina
in the city-states of New Jersey.
Your people brought music to America
And cleaned toilets to airs of Donizetti.
As you judged past lovers and lechery,
and Neopolitan words stripped of inflections,
and maid mothers clamped on their lascivious seed,
I laughed and ate rigatoni from the can.
For it is not there that you would leave me,
not among dons known from the movies,
not in the salted undrifted snow of Trenton,
in the unspeakable squeegees on the windshield glass.
In Oklahoma, you would leave me the last immigrant,
alone with the burning mistletoe,
the rhetoric of the wild evangelico,
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uncounted wagon-lengths distant from my Nordic
relations, now rooted in the mountains of Colorado
awash in the lucre of their union-busting laundries.
For us, there was just no more sod to be broken.
All was then past that we would one day do:
all that school-founding, fishing on weekends,
as unreal as history in New Brunswick,
unreal as the word-roots, the romance
stems bared in the elisions. Your Oklahoman
hair in curlers. Your hair caught in my hands.
The distortions of the telephone, and the bad stereo.
II. The Menu
1.
Listening to your allegretto
call, it was curious to know
all beforehand, despite the tenor
of your protestations. The murder all
out and the beans all spilled. This I call
the crass grandiloquence of the end of time.
The families place their orders.
It is the same bad pizza and cheap beer.
They do not understand the change of key,
the plotting of Da Ponte, the sketchbooks of Illica
(if I even have his name right),
as they laugh down the ersatz durum in Tulsa.
One needs to be as schooled as I am in the mystery of
modulation,
in the inflections dropped in the bad connection.
2.
To the eaters in these dusk-darkened restaurants,
it is the same as what your forebears heard.
To them, it has always been mere monkeys and organ-grinders,
our tonic trysts more sordid than inamorate.
To them, these have never been the last things:
just an adulterous drive to Dalton's;
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just the rambling bridge in the minor,
the tedious redundancies of the libretto
curtailed in performance; the maestro's
quiet taps below the podium rail.
But this is truly the end of time.
Your last husband professes his affections.
The once-young sister adjusts the cuffs of her sweater.
The leery Dad lays his king down on the chessboard.
III. The Portrait
Garrotted by Sparafucile, she still sang.
It was as if nothing had really happened.
It was as if there had been no grand debauchery.
It was as if toilets were self-cleaning,
and all the Trenton rent bills paid.
Perhaps if I could construe the phrases,
and hear things right and nod to the right things,
and not just beat time to the literals,
and not just get the gist of it,
I could tell you why this is.
Perhaps if there had been no telephone,
perhaps if we had held our breath in the ship-holds,
in the calamity of human waste,
I could tell you why this is.
Verdi beat time, as best he could,
and waiting aged in celebritihood
waited for Boito.
Famous, arthritic,
set with his stolen cello
riff, peeved at the melodramatics
of it all, of Wagner, of Italy
herself, in the lugubrious lubricity
of it all, he attended.
And some pair they would be:
'Zep stesso angrily obtuse,
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stiff in approbria of foreign listeners,
old hands on his hips,
arms all akimbo.
And Boito all decked out and creased in the light suit,
asmirk, having squeezed one more score
from the old boy at last. That bore
of Mephistophile
with its sole good tune,
now well behind him.
"L'altra notte, how they crazed me.
There is nothing they would not say or do."
The press-copied photos fade,
bleached out in the sunlight:
Verdi e Boito;
Puccini and Illica
(if I have his name right);
and now you, rehearsed and composed,
your consort beside you in the uncropped frame,
reposed, "repaired" (in the old poet's turn),
the once photo grain
pressed out in the two of you.
And I feel the unattended grassfires burn.
And I see the smoke closed highways of Oklahoma.
"The other night, they drove me to madness.
There was nothing they would not say or do."
Coda
Done with sentiments of trembling and despair,
Done with things we did not say and did not do,
We have moved in the earth's own moving ways,
And Boito still beams back in the photo.
So let the soloists sing their airs;
Let portraits fix what subjects show.
And let poets speak what the bad poets know:
An appeal to Madonna,
An American in blackface,
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His allusion to Aleppo—
Such factota of vendette
Are all the same to me and you,
Free now from the dust and from the lion’s maw,
The convergencies of wheelruts in the roadways.
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MOMENTS MUSICAUX
(for John Detweiler)
I.

Life, as we who remain here say,
Life, we who embrace can claim,
Still goes on without you.

1
You were at your piano.
You spoke in your music,
Schirmer scores packed yellow
And tight, the shelves thick
With records ordered upright and obsolete.
Because you remain at your piano
We, who are left, can proceed
Like counterpointed melody,
Like those startling inevitabilities
Of lines from the Lieder.
1a
The music of Franz Schubert always fit.
The words, they simply meant,
Even the most Teutonic and un-French
Of them. They "wished to say," that is
(despite the rage of lunatic romantics).
The music leapt with ease
To your expert manipulations
Of the black keys and white keys,
To your Parisian education.
But I listen alone now to your Schubert.
2
In the local Times we read her tribute,
Your enthusiasms like cut flowers in
A soulmate's book, as she pressed
Your gentle spirit into the newsprint.
Caught in the eyes of Michaeline,
I mute agree that life expressed
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In the lineations of the newsprint
Is exactly you, as we wish to remember you.
2a
We want you to breathe in that tribute,
To speak your quiet dialects in it
In the ink that fades as the sunlight hits it.
We need you gripped in the phrases of the tribute.
But here, listening to Schubert,
We can hear no trace of that,
As your recorded Schubert's singer sings
His coarse familiarities in the grit of the old recording.
I think of that,
But it is all too squared,
Undeckled in its pared benevolence.
The crying of your loved ones derides
These crabbed inversions' bookish sense.
Why should words allude to music?
What good for me to be, say,
Briefer than I say
Your life was?
1
What is then music but the sound of it?
What is, to us, the feel of it?
The chord that suddenly becomes
You and so becomes your Schubert?
It is when your Schubert
Notes again the theme so otiose one
Succumbs at last to the not knowing it,
To distance and superfluous stupidities:
The music's essence and one's hearing of it;
My love and yours who never met, you said;
The scores that I left guiltily unread
In the musts of a family library.
And I can in that sense only
Articulate these funereal banalities.
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1a
We do not worry about old Schubert
Then, thirty-one he was, angry and syphlitic,
Loveless, not quite living in the music.
Even you cannot breathe
In the corpus of his Lieder.
We cannot concern ourselves with that.
For players, notes inked stark and black
Upon raked staves may be quite
(and quite abruptly) right;
But it is melody alone one finally knows.
And so you, John, are gone,
And us?—we are perversely glad.
The worst is over.
It is as if nothing can go this wrong again.
II.

You and your music
You and your Schubert
You and what became your beloved Schubert.

Reading music, your competence unnerves me.
Of those full tones and half tones,
There are few standard intervals I know,
The minor third engraved in yellowed scores a teacher
(a far less patient one than you) once angrily
Insisted I could read. My eyes fixed on the staves,
I nodded, and I thought obtusely about football.
Music is not music, I,
Now academized, might proclaim;
It is but practiced hands' deft digitations.
The words, at least the best of them,
Are just not like that.
They are, instead, like lovers, no?
Is it not their surfaces that we miss most?
But so self-serving and ungracious that!
So soulless and unfeeling!
Rather this:
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You and I and she (that is, my wife
I loved some thirty years ago) cross northeast states
Past the Hartford of Stevens, past Charles Ives'
Danbury. You sensed new love astonish me, your
Unvoiced presence just the driving us,
Though what we called then music was but garish
Album covers of that music
Mimicked in our garish ways.
So singular that early fall, I've
Nearly lost that memory; losing you,
I will lose it now completely.
"Was it this we said that night?"
"What were the colors caught in the headlights?"
"Did it rain on those momentous days?"
With Fran, new love now yours, it is now I who drive.
I speak perhaps of Sartre—the bad faith of actors.
I play the "Emperor." But we three share no codes,
Know no unspoken things; I am no closer then
To my once wife-to-be, nor to you, nor to her.
To notes barred Alexandrine-like across the staves
I nod; as I, a layman, read, an irksome flute
Intrudes crude melodies bad flutists tend to play.
I nod, and it is different melodies I hear.
Deadly themes of quartets said to be Franz Schubert's,
Which singly of his oeuvre just never seem to end.
What was your future then, I now will never know:
The diving, river-rafts, your winterized machines,
Those Texas aventures of which your soulmate wrote.
Like movements and motifs of music.
Like a swim in the August tide.
Like spring ice, patched persistent
In the mud packed in the footpaths.
Not Schubert
But a piece of him.
Our motorcycles lashed bar-tight
In the U-Haul.
The grand snarls of the tuna lines.
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The box of fireworks ablaze.
The stolen playwright's bust with
The hunting cap pulled down on it.
As your soft hands grasp the
Rough continuities of Schubert.
III. You and your jokes at dinner.
You and your stories at dinner.
How we laughed at the savagery of sunfish,
At savored meals' dire slaughterings,
The doomed beasts and their useless protest,
Thinking, in the bloom of your charcoal,
How things would never really come to this.
There would still be wildlife, foodstores, Tess's
Wine, badminton with its twilit obliquities,
The night mist brushed past angled windows.
This, we thought, is what we were born to.
The future, as they say, would just unfold
And the bad jokes would still be told.
These joys payment for a winter's brutal freeze,
For the dust in the record grooves,
For the skipping of the recording.
IV.
This then is my tribute?
I cannot cite nor did I understand the
Bons mots that you shared with her.
At times, I put a damn good front
On it; at times, I simply guessed.
I have got it wrong, nicht wahr?
Like the bought card's crass unseemliness.
Like mis-timings of a summer sun.
And yet though you cannot recall my loves for me,
The least that I can do is speak of her for you:
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The consonance of Fran's voice
Still fills the room.
The loveliness of her
Is like the starlight held
In economies of lamplight.
All those inarticulate hours you stared,
Professing kind perplexity, at music,
Balanced with a child on your piano bench,
Beating silent time and skirting the
Tied notes, she was the heart or principle
Of harmony, though she still sang, you sensed,
In dissonance a room away from you.
Not wrong that, yet still, with that I've missed the crux
Of things, good words or the essences or core of it.
I pretend I do not know what sound is,
Nor what makes music possible:
An angel pressed in day-old crusted snow,
The snowprints steamed by the bathers.
I think in some sense I will always be a man
Walking through the snow with Fran on a
December noon. Because of that I will be
Always walking through the snow with you.
V. Sound of the hammer
Sound of the workmen
Sound of the cordwood tossed in the truck-bed.
So I say you cannot leave us in
This winter snow.
This frost is not my element.
I am not, as you all say, half dressed for it.
The untapped trees hewn in the forest
As cords stacked, row upon row,
In the abstruse calculations of woodcutters.
The mysteries of hydraulics,
Of old saws, mawls, and wedges,
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Of two-foot lengths and the
Impudence of the cross-grain.
The heat of winter stoves,
Its smoke blown seaward
As verbless jargon of the lumberers.
VI.
At last, at last
One always comes back to the slow movements
They are, at last,
They are what one returns to.
So do you now hush would-be listeners?
Or is it fitter, given this, as old
Ben Jonson wrote, to let them sleep or speak?
One could in time believe, one thinks, in
The warmth of woodstoves, of couples, of even cold
And short-lived beasts, in the illusion
That the most skilled of musics ought defer
To one's most experienced of griefs.
And one thinks: Why not me?
Better me, one thinks,
But one knows better than to speak.
Irksome such banality!
Like things one most attends to:
The sex, the deaths,
The love and all the rest of it,
The consolations that console, I think,
Because they are so tonic and a-rhythmic,
As if the real truths were those
Any idiot could think of:
Plato's slave and his geometric proofs,
The endings of movies.
Anyone can play your Schubert,
But it is only Schubert
When you play.
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And so again, known better
Than to say: Better one of us
Than you or better me.
The pairs would gather for me in the night-iced snow,
With their animals and cultivations and the rest.
Seasoned, warm, and all expertly dressed for it,
You, John, there, but less with them than you are now.
And in such unreal times, your best
Planned voice would crack in embarrassment,
As it did, but no?, on all those
Dreaded days of public sentiment.
No one would condemn such stammerings,
Or the grossly unfit pieces that you chose
To play, it having been too much for us to sit
Our asses down and talk about such crucial things.
I would be free then of this mauvais foi of
Schubert, of my once wife, forgetting, of
The never being there in winter, of unread
Scores and obsolete performances, the mis-timings
Of turntables, the irresolutions of the cadence.
And you would sit then at your keyboard,
Franz Schubert now yours
In all his known perfecting.
You and your Schubert.
You and your speaking in his music.
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SIX VARIATIONS FOR CATHY
Westwärts
schweift der Blick:
ostwärts
streich das Schiff.
Frisch weht der Wind
der Heimat zu:
mein irish Kind,
wo weilest du?
Sind’s deiner Seufzer Wehen
die mir die Segel blähen?
Wehe, wehe, du Wind!
Weh, ach weh, mein Kind!
Irische Maid,
du wilde, minnige Maid.
1.
The eerie praise of sailors
taunts, she thinks,
and lines unwinded grow
untaut, their bitter ends belayed.
In August, sailing home, the glance and way
opposed in the cross-track of the tide wash,
one’s words alone
distinguish lovely from the loved,
alone define the rounded
points where tandem hikers
hike in last year’s storm waste
left as the winter lodgers left.
The light strikes
cryptic markers of the channel depths.
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2. Sailing in August
The foam-waxed hull heels
in the green sea foam, free
from mysteries of drift and upwind
roundings to the mooring.
In the old land, things were not like things today.
Famine made there life and the transport
of cheap goods too cheap for measurement,
like vapid ‘50s musings of utilities,
driving that field car or pale Impala.
Here, one scarcely thinks of winter stores.
One knows but empty storage bins,
and the ballast held against the ribs
as the salvaged hull beats tersely
at the Monument.
3. Source Study
Returning to the Celtic melodies
mired in the sonic and uncouth
Teutonics in the swards of rain,
one forgets the stank of the ballast
and the wild sighs of immigrants.
One wants to know the native truth as
in those lucid days of scarcity
before those harping high priests
Eliot and Wagner got ahold of it.
Or is there such unbridled truth?
The lovers figured in the unknown
Irish mist however Cornish
fealties are known
expounded in our summer mists.
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4. Tennis Strokes
One gets accustomed to
These vernal variants,
One’s preparations never for
The thing for which one waits
That never is just what that is.
Or so the priestly coach once said,
So Catholic in his courtly airs.
One’s studied footwork is askew;
The sightlines on the wrong point of impact,
Or the impact on the wrong point, or
The sequence of one’s words entangled
With their unmatched inflections there
Or the sentence strings inchoate
Or the wrong things taught.
5. Juliet
The English dancer on McKenzie’s stage
Sits in the exiled music of Prokofiev.
Her surfaces in concupiscient shade,
She is like rests in the allegro score;
She is like the calling of a folk-tune.
You think there can be barely Shakespeare here.
These doctored sets and foreign casts leave
Hidden sonnets hidden now for good.
How is it (so uncelticly) you wait
For unpermitted wind
In the distant theatre space?
Is it not best, you offer him to think,
To let the lines resilient to his measuring
In even stammerings of school texts speak?
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6. Walk along the Point
In the August light
the sun sets west and you glance
resolutely from the east,
the calculus of tides as tedious
to you as timings of the time zones
and airline connections.
It is like silence of the falling wind.
Here only (oddly!) Belfast beasts
appear to know the way and seem
quite careless of the way,
their footfalls careless in the autumn sun.
We walk in footprints of the summerfolk
obscured by working winterfolk;
the path forked past the causeway
linked to irksome logics of winter
wharf adjustments and one’s dinner plans.
The wind is west, as obtuse singers’
kind but childish words attempt
to say. But you sigh you sang tuneless
when you sailed fresh in the Penobscot sun.
The green light marks
the cryptic markers
of the channel depths.
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FOR ND, d. 19 JANUARY 1980
1. The Anniversary
Every year I listen to the Requiem.
Half his age at thirty when he died,
I am now his age, when he died.
And every year I listen to the Requiem.
Brahms did away with counterpoint, and
later Otto wrung the threaded colors out.
Klemperer, a Jewboy exiled to the states,
hailing Marys like a perfect citizen. Much good
it did him, I now think, dying in Switzerland.
It seemed easy, at mid-century, for all of them,
those war undead, to drift in what is proper
to America, with wars safely far from home,
to forget who and what they were.
And in that sense today, I listen to their Requiem.
The complex of such music frightened him.
Its high romantic timbres and twists
so unlike life in a whitewashed Colonial,
heated for pennies, that residual
of peace in the Pacific theatre.
Dad stared at the unornamented scores.
To an old pederastic Latinist,
(in the ancient sense of course),
it should have been mere child's play,
an hour's work, as David used to say,
hauling back for groundfish out of Gloucester.
But the staff and signatures meant nothing,
as four or five of us faked classic harmony
on family instruments.
We are posed before the camera lens.
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Not life, but the seeming it.
No one sensed the difference.
He found a melody by ear or shape,
a bass line or a burden that would do.
He dreamed I think of boys
in uniform, of his youth,
and dreamed too of his own boys,
or sailing with his brother Duke,
of hardwood needles in the player's tray,
the power cranked by hand, like walkie-talkies
in the war films of the fifties,
of picking out a show tune
on the Baldwin in the hallway.
Thus vexed as he was, twice the age of my age when he died,
I stare too at the record backs, once more to decide
which Teutonic tune or dirge to play.
It is too like the roted modes and chords
ridged on the keyboard.
2. March
There were those who marched back from war,
and those who did not,
and none spoke much of it.
You would catch him in an old war tale,
square as a swing tune, calculating ballasts
of troop ships on the office telephone.
But it was only to speak
of knocking down the whiskey or the gin
while the bad music played on the gramophone.
His hands shook from the alcohol
not in tribute to the dead piled up on the sand dunes
or rotting in foxholes.
He never mentioned the carnage at Normandy,
timing the waves of a beach-front in Maine.
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The Pacific was for films of submarines,
the OAS, and flirtatious nurses dressed in their best
as the infirm wasted to nothing about them.
Only my uncles had flown from the carriers.
Only the grandsires of my students
schooled on the West Coast
had died on the atolls.
3. Oration, for solo baritone
But here is where it all ends.
The triumph of training, a
squad of parents, of athlete-warriors at the
season's end, shifting their weight on the
benches for a feast in the school
auditorium. The Stentorian speech
to the coaches, extolling our virtues,
frailties too, the measures of our days,
the glories of Anglican America.
You need no microphone.
You do not have to speak.
You merely hear the cadence in your head:
like a drill sergeant barking out rhythms,
like a boy repeating his paradigms.
You let the syntax form itself.
The stories seem to write themselves.
The jokes seem to right themselves.
The boys' faces look up like the wounded,
staring for the last time at the medic.
It was this your forebears dreamed about:
a man in the prime of life
with a wife past childbearing,
joking with teenagers.
4. Idyll
In their idylls, the ancients wooed the ancient state
of things in their timeless bucolics:
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the old house in the country with the five-acre lot
far from the rot of the long-lamented dead.
His boy of ten might get lost in the hardwoods,
never find the shore that made the land so dear.
To him, though, it must have been mere mortgages
and illusions of the farming life
with the caked clay and the fertilizer
baked in the imagined sun.
This was the white picket fence of things,
a store-house of fox-trots,
where you could sing the swing tunes,
share a mixed drink with colleagues,
your Housmanesque excess drawered
in desks left by your relations.
Your students dressed in their tennis whites,
as you had. They drank their sherry or their port
and sat by their teachers' feet as you had.
And nothing had changed since those days
in the sudden quiet of the fields in Brittany,
when you heard the bombs had been dropped on Hiroshima.
It was just the boys and you,
and the unremittant dew.
5. Sailing on Maquoit
The bow of the boat is blunt, the water tide.
Waves lap against the hull. You could say
the sun glanced off the rail on this perfect sailing day,
even in a plank-built skiff with a canvas sail.
The sea foam on the fresh-waxed paint.
The anxious pull of the tiller.
All in the jargon of seamen,
or the lilt of the mermaid.
When it came time for the eulogies,
they would describe a scene like this one.
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As mother played her unheard scales,
with the family all gone to camp:
A sail in the Atlantic bight.
Reaching across the shallow bay, it damn near
teared him up to think of the searing note
he might one day read from the student, loving him
too late, thanking him too late, for all
that stuff of supines and genitives and the old
misogynist rant out of Juvenal.
6. Death Sting
It was a time for bravery, but he could face it down,
he mused, humming a tune from Count Basie,
back when music was more than mindless cant
or rap, they now say, sold on the internet.
Yet to be brave in the last days—
Difficile est, as Horace used to say.
His broken voice at Thanksgiving pure proof
the old boy had no time to practice up before the end,
that he had been caught with his pants down,
the oil can half filled.
And all he could recall was his own sire,
sitting up on his death bed.
"Who's in charge here?" he was said to cry.
And that was the end of it.
At desperate ease, he heard no pop song,
reposed in beats of a Fox Trot.
The maestro's Dies Irae blared instead
its threats in confluxed keys and tongues.
Those who claimed he took heart reading his Horace odes,
kept alive in the crass hospital alcove space,
Nate's deathbed, or what passed for it,
never worked through their tortured sense.
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There is no comfort in mere case and paradigm.
A rose dismantled in the black winds. The clothes
wet from the sail. Those too are just
a myth of the old days, when the paddled
youth had their endings beaten into them.
7. Maestoso
The dead are blessed as they will ever be, I guess.
Whether they died raging at the machine gun nest
or slipped on an egg at home
or choked on bee-stings
or drowned ten yards from shore,
uncertain whether we construed
their last hyperbole as it was meant.
It is all the same to them and to us,
and he is thus the same as Eloise,
self-slaughtered in New Mexico,
her childrens' books unsold in the office.
He is Carrie, wasted to nothing, now
fixed in the cadences of Haydn.
He is John, drugged to health, seizing his chest,
his Schubert score unpracticed now for good.
Or Gabor, stammering about Da Ponte, days before the end.
These will never know what we conclude, reviewing the work that
follows them: the commendations boxed in the attic.
Victoriana shellacked, I'll say, on Propertius.
The resentments of Thersites.
The prose of the prefaces, letters,
and the piles of posed photographs
on the shores of New England.
All caught in the prop wash.
The doctors placed his death at dawn.
The warships lay down their fire.
At noon, I listen to the Requiem.
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DVORAK'S VALENTINE
(for Eloise)

1.
This is my note to you
On Saint Valentine's Day,
While I listen to Dvorak
And think of you settled in your new
World, a call away from me.

In spring, listening to Dvorak,
We wait for light, for sleep, or for
Desire. I wonder if you'll sleep through
The largo, too tired to care.
Wonder if the dumka will wake you.
My great aunt's mock ivory chess set
Still set in its oblique disarray,
One move away from your
Too skilled and too cohesive victory—
Or is it sleep that makes it seem so?
Like that Dvorak quartet,
The Stevens poems not quite construed,
The paintings' place
In history on which we fear
To disagree.
Suddenly, your artist's hand intrudes
Into the frame, as if to
Trace a pencil stroke. The grace
Notes hidden in the cadence disappear.
You claim a space not quite
Claimed in the transience of this day.
I stare into your foreign face.
The flesh never quite mine.
The penciled shadings and forms
Entangled in their living norms.
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One month past my meeting you
And you were newly gone from me
On that belated Saint's Day
Leaving me to renew
This late interest in Dvorak.
2.
When Dvorak came to America
He doubtless heard such melodies
Native, doubtless, but familiar
Even on their first hearing.
To disengage these harmonies
And find some doleful tune to sing—
That is no work for amateurs
Renting here in California.
Here, the black knight shapes its movement
Upon its own shape, its threats too
Complex for all but grandmasters.
Lovers, half-engaged and dormant,
Find those oblique threatenings two
moves late—advances and captures
Playing out St. Valentines Day,
In that corner of the chess-board.
With pieces set in their dull and
Too well analyzed positions,
An obscurant ivory discord
Builds in quadrant modulations
As Dvorak's music drones away.
We dissimulate our own too
Mastered diatonic set-to
Over analyzed positions.
3.
The Americans in those days
Were deaf to their own melodies
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And longed in listlessness for their
Tschaikovski to discover them.
And was it that that Eakins listened to?
That silence? As he sketched his grotesqueries?
Or was it some new grandmaster
Of musicology—Ives or Copland—
One still in creation?
Some randy-eyed genius?
Some new Morphy in New Orleans?
That chess-playing fool!
Here, we barely know the standard
Openings we play. For us, what is it
"Gambit" means? What loss or sacrifice?
Is this how Fisher on a bad day plays?
We ask. Or do we simply roll the dice
And choose unwittingly some darkly Slavic line?
Vatican II, you know, meant nothing to St. Valentine.
What did those eastern Europeans care?
Even we still keep our medals on the dashboard.
These proclamations are abstruse variants of chess-timers.
Some move if you touch rule.
Some turning on a decades-old recliner.
The artist's pencil and its dance move
Freed of such conventions.
They shape an analog to what is serious
About our lives and about us.
In those sketches, the derelict
Peasants celebrate their eating,
Their sleep and engendering
While we doze here, bored with the norms
Of my familial pawn-short chess set
And its re-mocked conflict
As the knights form their moves
After their own forms.
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4.
When Dvorak died having fled America
Records of the New World whirled and spun
On veneer-panelled gramophones,
While Ives and Stevens sold insurance,
While Copland toured Europe and the twelve-tone
Scale had its queer Teutonic interval.
And now, my Dvorak 12th—the "American"
Skips lugubriously through its second movement due
To some thumbprint or recording glitch.
The studio performance gestured to
Within these walls and what they call
The airiness of these acoustics.
An old performance—all
Too coldly faked after one experience
That squared opus with its pot-shard
Tunes and harmonies.
The rhythms folk but rote.
Its flagrant faked nativity.
That's all allusion is. The words
Are never quite the right words.
The flank attack not quite the right attack,
The gambit never worth its cost.
There are still those standard
Book defenses, good for black.
It is all too like the grace note
Set sloven in that cadence.
Once-heard then waited for
And heard most poignantly when lost.
Perhaps that's what Dvorak meant
By those repeats: those ordered
Grace notes mime
Embellishments of bored
And all too competent performers.
Perhaps that's what Dvorak meant
Opening his Valentines
And laughing grimly in astonishment.
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I draft this knowing
I can never edit out these sentiments.
That words are past revising
And you, you still dance
knight-like as we lovers too form
moves in repetition of our forms.
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FRIDAY I GOLF
(on a theme first noted by Marina Romani)
1. The Old Road to New Orleans
The road three decades old lies
Still patient for traffic.
The trucks drift past, their drivers
Grim and austere in the rainlight.
Listening to Copland, the golfers
Glory in fabric and composites.
Thirty years ago, you took that road to Louisiana,
To that costume from an old Krewe out of Mardi Gras
Now discolored in the washed-out and brittle negative.
Wine-repellant and unseductive,
The guests configure their memories.
Daylight in the valleys.
Streetlights in the rain.
Taillights in the distance.
At twenty-five, you drove to New Orleans, the last light
Of sun dispersed in the raindrops.
The night adrift in the headlights.
Coffee stops and rest stops.
The north finally caught in the distance.
She professed when you left—some city near Phily—
(These bad recollections!)—a love without substance,
Her faithless version of fidelity.
Of words meaning exactly words.
Of emotions articulated with precision.
Of corruptions minutely planned and endured.
Still that faithless version
So still, driving in the twilight,
Two cities now lost in the distance.
You recall her voice in the evening,
In the sunlit dusk of that last northern city,
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Its melodious insouciance,
As she tells that old geloso,
That hippie husband, of that day and of you,
And stupidly professes her innocence.
You hear them dispute through
The panelling, burning their cheap hippie incense.
You think how you two drove that day so slow
Past the public sculpture, its lovers passed
Framed in a mirror on the autumn grass.
Their love and your love made unflattering and wrongly.
Flesh like the flesh on a warm New Orleans evening
Flesh like the other flesh, in that last northern city.
2. Evening by the River
We walk on the New Orleans levee
As the old violinist from the Philharmonic
Stares at the water now past us
Two warm days from the Atlantic.
Those years of conservatory—all to rehearse,
He thinks, Brahms and his sudden banality.
Like shudders faithless and meticulous.
Like rain coalescing on a surface.
I walk with that bored librarian
Thinking of the music on the water,
Thinking of those books she stole for me
When she plundered in those aisles of intellectual debris
Some melody out of Copland.
Her body grand and lovely,
Her descant wrecked on those children,
On the idiot husband who beat her.
Our soles crush the bottle's last fragments.
One day it will be safe, we say, for children here.
We'll sell them then balloons, we say, at midnight.
By then, we won't smell the Jax beer,
Nor step from fear to a streetlight.
Her flesh will not cool in the night air.
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The unoffending music will seem less brittle and austere,
Like glass too quickly swept and distant.
When did the road turn?
That year
When it didn't matter what the bills were?
Rent, food, gas and electric,
When you, in your flirtations,
Were only an odd relation,
Some somewhat dear
And not too curious eccentric?
3. An Uptown Apartment
From here, the river turns wildly right and uptown.
For years, I hid in its angular embrace snug between
The races, in the garret of an immigrant landlord.
To live there, you had to be a Yankee
Costumed like some Mardi Gras clown
Lost in the sixties.
The rents of that landlord
Lost still in the fifties.
Moved to Metairie in the fifties.
Dreams of his life, if he lives, in the fifties.
Here, the students propound their paperback philosophy,
In the angular embrace of the Mississippi,
The English words that later prove
Never to get the perplexities quite right.
It's like those paintings at the museum
It will take me three decades to describe,
That point-perspective tangled in the shadows.
Cypress trees and the Spanish moss
Parasitically lovely.
The white drapery green in the shadows.
We approach the street car,
Wait hours for the return trip uptown.
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The car, like the river, turns widely
And soon less wildly.
Same speed. Slower speed. Now
Spilling with students.
All this to listen to Goodman's Mozart
Drawn from the record stack in the restaurant.
In three decades I will own
My own remastered version ...
But enough of such grandiloquence!
Her sweat-dampened dress in the moonlight ...
A bad line written in moonlight.
The very words embarrass me.
These juvenile emotions,
Those women of the sixties,
Hardly worth the hitting on.
Lost to a rich man lying home with his mistress.
On Fridays I golf now, this
Simplest of obsessions.
4. The Reckoning
So to this ease you finally
Defer—arch deceptions
Of "preferred lies," say—a phrase
A sonneteer could career reviewing.
You stand unsure, critiquing
The bad virtue of endlessly
Varied repetition.
Is that desire then? some
Mechanized state of reflection?
Straining to the old days,
You think of Bergson
In the bad translation.
The comic golfer in his perfection,
With every green made in regulation.
Fade and draw and dress in some
Eccentric variant to prove
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You're not a member of
The members you resent.
Grip and stance. The gaunt
Concentration on details that
Do not better you nor matter.
The drive minutely errant
And each good stroke a penalty.
Like words wrongly chosen—
The rich man's dull prerogative!
You watch your score advance,
And you moralize on that—
Some coarse apothegm of grip and stance.
Pointless now to brood about those places.
You cannot trace that route back to Phily
To the day you drove past the sculpture.
Hardly worth the thinking on her.
Hardly worth the time her face
Came to too quick focus in that mirror.
—Friday you golf—
The simplest of obsessions—
There must have been there
Some nameable obliquity,
A turn both missed
And taken.
On Friday I golf
Bourgeois and grandly.
5. Listening to Copland
Too familiar, those scales and harmonies.
You can find the tunes on a bad piano.
The oboe moans its A; rehearsed
Orchestral densities like Copland's
Answer, soon dispersed. Nothing new
Once that profligate turned back to
America, its prodigious cities
Fat with desperate immigrants.
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Copland's Appalachia. Copland's thousands
For his labor at the movies.
Copland, now rich, immersed
In his labor at the movies.
Everyone knows Copland.
Every American once watched the Olympics.
Copland and his too tender music.
Copland and his nocturnes on America.
Copland and his portrait of a heartland,
Where you won't dance your soul to death,
Where neither the most common of the dead
Nor life itself belies those simplest of intervals.
Ninths and thirds, nothing wilder than white keys.
There can be no mystery to this.
Any conservatist could write like this,
With barely a month of practice.
But I need still one more rehearsal,
I need that month and that bad piano.
I need a second road to New Orleans.
As I watch for the truck lights,
And listen as the golfers call
Out, motleyed in their glorious composites.
The lane markers one hour gone in the mist.
The rain still warm on the roadway.
How many years since that drive to New Orleans?
With its sunlight now beaten by coolants?
Used to sing of that, I tell her,
Some grand melody out of Copland.
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III. RONDO
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THE ROCK DOVE: NOTES ON THE DEATH OF A NEAR
RELATION
An owl in a dry winter unseasonably white
Leaps noiselessly from a flat roof corner.
They are rare Down East where fathers die
And sons mourn some months later.
It would have flown half a continent
To find me five days early here, now prone
To omens. I'll hear it called a "Godsend"
In the days of platitudes and telephones.
Something cruder, then, white owls and omens
Being rare even where the worst things happen.
That commonality that back home clutters
Eastern streets and urban bird feeders.
Now a flash of mid-west moonlight bred
In winters only marvels have deserted.
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THE CREOLE CONFECTIONER
(for Ron Bernard)
In the hospital
near death, they thought,
he hid the knife beneath the bed.
How he got it there
his sons and daughters did not know,
nor who had packed his bags in the first place.
It was, they felt, a thing
they must remember,
must make stories of,
the defining motif,
the epitome, as it were,
of the old man's being,
the very essence of it.
That is how I heard of it.
In the retelling, we all see
a Creole invalid
cut himself free
of bent tubes
of clear fluids,
running (though it is said
he merely shuffled)
through the press of orderlies.
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BOOK SIGNING
(for Percival Everett)
Three weeks more you gave me to construe
The skilled banality of your
Inscription; but its force escaped me.
I could not read your name nor
Mine, nor wit nor traced allusion,
Just the inked erasure of the titling
Itself, whose aim and labored history
Made desperate sense only in my querying.
I ought academize, I thought, affile
My tongue, enlarging else-lost hours
On, say, typography, that serif-bred
Difference—new style and old style—
Anachronistics basic to our printers
Of the late last century,
Then blow right past the bold face to read
Your unhistoriated work now mischievously misread.
Damn Flaubert, Sand, Balzac to their fates,
I say! Damn all their same-named characters!
Its brittle, Sybil's leaves unglued, I lay
The last book down and turned to my recordings.
I put that book down in the tube-glow
Listening, I think now, to Rameau
And there were other curious strains intruding—
Son House, Bukka White, and Howling
Wolf—the dark labels of now ungettable 78's
Posed to show their print-faded characters.
Or was I then faced west on that beachfront,
Pacing off the land of the bad poets?
The poets of water and that affront
Of sand between the bad poets' toes
Awash in the West Coast diurnals?
Was I watching the sun drop into the water?
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The water spread beneath the nightfall,
The light blotted on and in the water?
And was I not dreaming then
How music was and sounded before
Its late pre-classical invention?
Before, say, the tempers and the meters
Of Rameau and Robert Johnson finally snared them?
Before all that insupportable Mozart?
Were things not Lully-like in those pellucid days?
Lully damning players in the chamber blazed with wax-light,
Lully damning dancers for undoctored knees and bone spurs,
Old Lully, banging his baton on his own foot finally
Banging his baton to rule the music and its rhythms right,
A week from dying mort-dead as a doornail finally.
Felicitous days! Those errant keyboards, obscure
Varnishes, the court's vulgar dilettanteries—
Some grand time to be born in, right glorious!
Yet saying so today cannot solve Boucher's
Blues, nor gloss their occasional pleasantries,
That French tessitura heady, too like life for us.
So tune to your ocean-distant Lanza, you
Edisonians! Sing from the chest
And watch your late sun set
Tube-fat into your seascape.
For that, I think, was it,
That title, pen-defaced.
And this will be for you
My own un-serifed mystery.
The point of hearing Lully
And Rameau at sun set
And the blues-fed music
That one whistled facing west.
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WINDOWGLASS
1.
Defractions from the tanbark
canvassed sloops moored in the sun
cannot be corrected by the windowglass.
2.
The pyramids of wind chimes cannot be
positioned just by chance, thirty feet
below what we call here the tree line.
3.
The hulls rock side to to the currents.
That bowlines bend to more than weight
suggests that defects of the glass
may be analogous to knots in paneling.
4.
Trained in nominals, we know
that strength of grain is lost in branches
forked toward the leaves, heliotropically
turned to the sun.
5.
For Boethius, geometries of wind chimes
did not make but constituted music,
whatever music was.
There were no muses weeping within cells
so senatorial; there were just words
about the muse, or words themselves.
6.
A traveler baffled by a junction
Is a statement or a fiction fixed
in the symmetries of gilded
picture frames or window frames.
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7.
In the passing lane, the driver's face
is comically obscured by pink tickets
yellow-backed, becalmed but clamped
by the wiperblade.
8.
Caught in the slot between land and water,
the season's air may be corruptible.
Yet wind chimes can be seen to chime
In August sun.
9.
An unprotected shrub discolors
in the autumn frost.
Or is it light (whatever light is)
tipped by rust and bent by the windowglass.
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JOHN DOWLAND, LUTENIST AND BACHELER OF
MUSICKE, TOURS THE MUSEUM
1. Airs of Winter
Those crafty Florentini!
Old Caccini said it best:
the way word-crafted music
rose and fell to lilts of librettists.
How young Nietzsche snorted at
that cant of the wop Camarata
in his radical affrontery!
But wars of words and music
though well fought are now forgot.
In cities, any hyphen-appellated bore
with an ill-bred lute or theorbo
can sigh his Edwardian lugubria
and play as if time stood still
for music as for metaphor.
Even the country is waist-deep in such pieties.
Singers cannot leer these days
at young lads, a pretty lass,
or a wind-swept shepherdess.
You'd be lucky to find such things today,
with the beasts mad and the wheat
blown past the winnowers.
Times are simply wrong for accommodating music.
Melodies as winters bore
are lost now in the vegetacious
orchestrations of Vaughan Williams.
Such are the encumbrances
of brush grown thicket-thick
as mud bank's incivilities.
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A doleful pensioner
whistles what he can of folk-tunes.
And Wagner, that old Teutonic
Geheimlicher,
doubles up in laughter.
The sons of Ben swim sadly
in that saddest effluence.
2. The Tears of Things
In the museum, singers sing
pension-fat and falsely lacrimose
in fats of winter.
In the museum halls, it is all
groups and trills,
appoggiaturae of those long
lamented and long dead.
Is the thin one there some study of Rossetti,
a new Jane Morris, perhaps,
an Edwardian (or is it Georgian?)
turn on history?
(A pretty pass it is, when a man
can't keep the tight-fisted kings straight!)
The impossible gloss on her red lips;
the impossible lute in the schoolboy perspective.
Does one really lead an English life in heaven?
Or is it just that Mahleresque old song and dance?
In the museum halls, I know colors are
mere colors. The lines are lines
of Stevens now, of Braque,
of William Carlos Williams,
their instruments flat folded
in those primly crafted reds and blues,
the florid palettes free from
the darkening of varnishings,
the patron accolading
plaque by the doorframe.
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TO A WOULD-BE LOVED ONE AT HER WORKBENCH
1.
Was it impolitic to want you, as you concluded,
The sweat condensed on your hair,
Your olive skin washed and salted by sun,
Your tasked hands strained but perfect in
Each move across the workbench?
Your tools, circumspect in disarray,
Sprawled in nomenclatures of repair
Manuals, maintenance, rules of thumb?
Your murmured gloss alludes
To the ordered coping of those hands.
Your words repeat some past instruction,
And something past instruction:
A father's love and teaching,
The jargon of the wheelwright.
Even now, your competence unnerves me.
When I, by contrast, reach for you, my own hand
Starts and shakes, as if desire seen
So unpracticed thus were flattery.
What I recall today but do not hear may
Be what you heard, wind-blown and unhappy,
A year ago—that single dumb
Caress you suffered from me.
I speak, as you lean into your workbench.
Dust is in your hair. Your sight
Is shielded and exactly focused in
The dark musts of your laboring,
Hands and tasks matched one to one
In the cacophonies of failed machines.
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2.
Your lathe, the mitred cuts, the sanding—
All such workman's words—
Let's be frank!
There is no poetry in them.
Their precisions have no rhythms.
These are but the exact vulgarities
Of guides and catalogues, the rote translations
Of a crass professional;
Far short of the well-turned phrase for what
I imagine it is for you to feel
In the chiaroscuro of the workbench.
I must, I say, therefore reject your yes and no.
I do not understand your regrets,
Your variegated smiles, your shoulds and oughts,
Your turning from me to
A task that needs attention.
I do not understand, I say,
Your face's taut concern,
Your look of disapproval,
Nor the unarticulated whine
Of the perfectly maintained machine,
Whose every change is defect.
My weight shifts awkwardly away from
You, as I stammer out instead
My version of your face in artificial light,
Or as I put it once,
In my disrupted and enamored mimicry,
My latest wheelwright's gloss of you.
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THREE SPRING MOVEMENTS
(for M.D.)
I. Decay
The trichords formed, she died
And took his secrets with her.
For him, it meant the day of reckoning
Would never come. In the decay
Of the sustaining chord, he wondered
What it was the choristers might sing.
But it wasn't just her,
He scoffed, slapping at the air.
It was the whole pack of them. Despite
Erasures and revisions, how might
His missteps and embarrassments
Or the badly-turned bad phrase be modified?
It was solace knowing once young women or
The old one pled their causes only if they cared.
Or perhaps it was like clashing choristers,
He mused, in an ancient chorus score.
One listens, and they might
Be talking just of soy production.
They may have well been talking about soy production.
II. Profession of Speech
Forehearing what the eulogist would say
Was worse than his saying it.
The admonitions weren't unlike the rest.
For average health and stoical endurance,
She got the funerals of her friends
And would outlive the missing her.
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II. Scale Production
No living man had heard the old woman play her scales.
Some said she just had an ear for it.
No one spoke of repeated grim repeats
Or those ouroboric circles of fifths.
And no one would speak of it today.
There was no past to be imagined.
The tuner and the tuning fork,
He thought, knew no aberrant overtones.
They spoke but purities.
Thus the apologies of the invoice,
The old action dampened by caprices
Of the weather, there was today no fixing it.
The best of keyboards also, he concluded,
Could not outwit its tempering.
Along the aisle, the bifurcated listeners
Pretended not to understand these subtleties,
As through the doorway something like the traffic
Stood as best it could for the silences it served.
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CHRISTMAS CARD RONDEAU, RETURNED TO SENDER
(for S. E.)
So you say you are sending me
a box today, for Christmas, though
you know I do not "do Christmas,"
or so you, peeved in short, might say.
It is, I say, commercial,
humbug, I am said to say,
and flocked with emotions,
wishful thinking, hope,
and so forth and all
that decked-out merriment from early
childhood as I mumble something surly
about seduction and salesmanship,
which means, as you imagine it:
You know, I do not do Christmas.
You'll say that there are those who
ungifted mean too much to you
and that you find things that just please
them and it is thus not about Christmas
or a birthday it could be "just because"
so it is not a big deal
and there is no deal at all because
you know I do not do Christmas.
So now, not doing that, I too
will send this mutual thing to you
expecting too from you no swaddling
up of joy or big-bowed Hallelujahing.
I give this since you might well like it,
unreciprocal but yours in part.
I hope as your words cycle back from me,
there is no "less" to now diminish you.
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I say your phrase "manipulated timings" meant
not abstruse calendric holidays but
lying rapt in Kunst der Fuge accoutrement.
All that business of nature and of art,
as two melodies embrace in Moiré counterpoint—
all that "what is genuine? what is not?"—
Such academic rifts and copied progeny
we feel as merely risible and moot.
This Christmas you and I will thus have things to
open we have not ourselves had sent.
You know I do not do Christmas,
you know. I do not do Christmas.
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IN SEARCH OF A COMMISSIONED WORK FOR THE
FOLKS IN THE CHEAP SEATS AT DISNEY HALL
(on a bet, for Mark Irwin)
It cannot be mere maudlin, nor catered to
Cartoonish virtuosics of a soloist
Up from the far orbits of Orange County.
There can be nothing goofy about it,
No silly symphonies of timbre and color
As sop to Esa-Pekka Salonen tracing
His happy vulgarities and mugging so
That only we, in the choral seats, can see.
Nor is it quite the minimal that's called for,
With those Glass-like variants of
Each succeeding Glass-like frame.
Following fanfares by Schnittke, it should be as if miked,
Out-thundering the purse inopportunely dropped
By the angered painted patron with the old white gloves.
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CAR CHASE: BREAKING NEWS IN THE LA BASIN
I most love the solemn
homilies of broadcasts,
the natty casters' precepts on futility
during the grand flight.
I love the fugue-like crossings of
the CHP, their modulations
of lane positions,
the bars of the spike strips,
tires too round
to go quite flat.
I love, as we all do and must,
the wide shots of the freeways
in the dusks of orange light.
The wondrous 4- and 105,
the Harbor, and the Riverside,
the near escapes to Mexico.
I love that we all know,
so we are told, how all will end:
a bail-out in the bright
resolutions of the chopper's light
and all those strobal reds and blues,
perhaps the use of canine troops.
Yet still we unbelievers don't
believe; I love the way we play
apostates of the news show.
It is so singular, it seems.
What tunes do the escaping drivers
listen to, bound, I think,
by radio and the telephone?
Is it perhaps a call-in show?
Will they voice their true opinions?
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Such words! Those evident
fugacious just "alleged"?
Is this what we use language for?
To think of those so marked removed,
or "spirited away," you'd say,
from their abodes of innocence
and strapped, spitting in protest,
into the driver's seat?
It is all too like life for me:
the crowds on the sidewalk on fair evenings,
as our suspect circles, inevitably
home, to those he calls his loved ones,
blowing his horn and contorting
his hands in coded mysteries.
I love those Santa Anas
moving safely through my living space,
as all (they say) unfolds
in clarities of offshore flows.
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THE INSTRUMENT MAKER
(for Andrew Durkin)
It is Friday.
The regulating bells
effect the things that they effect.
Pensions are paid.
The interest payments are all met.
The workforce must be free for the weekend.
I wonder, yes I do,
I wonder what my colleagues and co-workers do.
Jones, the professional, cannot think
what workers say and do.
It is all missives moving right and missives moving left.
How, he wonders, are the split-rod switches taken
from the gourd fields at sunset?
How are they grown?
How are the spiders and the mantes fed?
(those bright and beneficial bugs
so praised on Wednesday's cable show!)
I wonder, yes I do,
What it is my colleagues and co-workers do.
Dust, the droppings of dust mites,
dusts the porous surfaces of brooms.
Settled as debris, it lies
as heaped crepuscularities in corner sites.
The light self-gathers in its chiaroscurist place,
as rats run free in the attic space.
To them, it has always been mere coffee breaks
and meetings on weekends.
I wonder, yes I do,
I wonder what it is my colleagues and co-workers do.
In the dawn light, the tentacles
of economic truths, taught in academies,
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stretch calisthenicly, like those
citizens of Beijing, as depicted on TV.
All is less clear in the approaching noon.
The sun is then less lit in the corridors,
since the flicker of fluorescence is the dark,
as we are known as taught to know.
I wonder, how I wonder, yes I do,
I wonder what my colleagues and co-workers do.
Brahms,
unsubtle cuckholder, mad with inaction,
did not worry overmuch about self-evident things,
about the delicate cuts of the scissor-cut cameos.
A fat man with a long beard,
he through-composed his
intervallic variants
and bent and sheered on his piano bench.
I wonder, yes I do,
I wonder what my colleagues and co-workers do.
It is Friday.
And rats step circumspect
Along fluorescent tubes.
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